Abstract: This paper proposes a method for recognizing audio events in urban environments that combines handcrafted audio features with a deep learning architectural scheme (Convolutional Neural Networks, CNNs), which has been trained to distinguish between different audio context classes. The core idea is to use the CNNs as a method to extract context-aware deep audio features that can offer supplementary feature representations to any soundscape analysis classification task. Towards this end, the CNN is trained on a database of audio samples which are annotated in terms of their respective "scene" (e.g. train, street, park), and then it is combined with handcrafted audio features in an early fusion approach, in order to recognize the audio event of an unknown audio recording. Detailed experimentation proves that the proposed context-aware deep learning scheme, when combined with the typical handcrafted features, leads to a significant performance boosting in terms of classification accuracy. The main contribution of this work is the demonstration that transferring audio contextual knowledge using CNNs as feature extractors can significantly improve the performance of the audio classifier, without need for CNN training (a rather demanding process that requires huge datasets and complex data augmentation procedures).
Introduction
Soundscape audio recordings capture the sonic environment of a particular time and location and it can be conceived as an "auditory landscape", either in an individual or common level. With the advances in audio signal processing and machine learning, it has become possible to automatically predict the content, the context [1] [2] [3] [4] and even the quality [5] of the soundscape recordings. Automatic recognition of soundscapes is rather important in many emerging applications, such as surveillance, urban soundscape monitoring and noise source identification.
An important problem in automatic soundscape classification is the diversity between different datasets and benchmarks, in terms of class taxonomy, dataset size and audio signal quality. In this work, we utilize the ability of deep neural networks to learn patterns in large datasets, capturing both spectral and temporal relations in audio signals. Towards this end, a deep learning network architecture is trained to distinguish between contextual classes (e.g., park, restaurant, library, metro station, etc). Then, this network is used as a supervised audio feature extractor in an urban classification task of urban audio events and in combination with handcrafted audio features. Extensive experimentation proves that this transfer of knowledge from an audio context domain, using deep neural networks, can boost the performance of the soundscape classification procedure, when handcrafted features are combined with the deep context-aware features.
The main contribution of this work is the experimental proof that audio contextual knowledge can be "transferred" through a CNN, which is trained in a scene-specific dataset, and that this scheme can be used to boost the performance of audio event classification based on typical handcrafted audio features. This has been experimentally demonstrated using two widely adopted benchmarks, even with a baseline classification approach and a standard early-fusion feature combination scheme.
GENERAL SCHEME
As illustrated in the general conceptual diagram of Figure 1 , we propose classifying unknown soundscape recordings using two distinct feature representation steps:
• Handcrafted audio Features (HaF) According to this widely-adopted approach, each signal is represented by a series of statistics computed over short-term audio features, either from the time or the frequency domain, such as signal energy, zero crossing rate and the spectral centroid. These features aim to represent the audio signal in a space that is discriminative with regards to the involved audio classes. This baseline audio representation methodology is described in more detail in Section 3.
• Context-aware deep Features (CadF) A supervised convolutional neural network is trained to discriminate between different audio urban context classes (such as park, restaurant, etc), based on spectrograms of short-term segments. The output of the last fully connected layer of this network is used as feature extractor in the initial soundscape classification task. This methodology is described in detail in Section 4.
The two different audio feature representations are then combined in an early-fusion scheme and classified using a standard Support Vector Machine classifier. The main idea behind this feature combination procedure is the fact that the Context-aware deep Features (CadF) are extracted based on a deep neural network that has been trained to distinguish between different context classes and can therefore introduce a diverse and complementary content representation to the Handcrafted audio Features (HaF). In various machine learning applications, it has been proven that combining diverse and complementary features (or individual classification decisions) in meta-classification schemes, leads to classification performance boosting [6] . This is also proven experimentally in this work, as described later in the experiments section.
Audio classification based on handcrafted audio features
As a baseline methodology of automatic characterization of audio segments, a short-term feature extraction workflow of widely-adopted handcrafted audio features has been adopted. Traditional audio classification, regression and segmentation utilizes handcrafted features in order to represent the corresponding audio signals in a feature space that is able to discriminate an unknown sample between the involved audio classes. This process of extracting features from the initial audio signal is therefore essential in all audio analysis methodologies.
In order to achieve audio feature extraction, each audio signal is first divided to either overlapping or non-overlapping short-term windows (frames). Widely accepted short-term window sizes are 20 to 100 ms. Additionally, a widely adopted methodology in audio analysis is the processing of the feature sequence on a "mid-term basis", according to which the audio signal is first divided into mid-term windows (segments), which can be either overlapping or non-overlapping. For each segment, the short-term processing process, described above, is carried out and the feature sequence from each mid-term segment, is used for computing feature statistics (e.g. the average value of the zero crossing rate). Therefore, each mid-term segment is represented by a set of statistics. Typical values of the mid-term segment size can be 1 to 10 seconds [7] , [8] , [9] . Table 1 shows the adopted handcrafted audio features. In this work, two mid-term statistics have been adopted, namely the average value and the standard deviation of the respective short-term features. This means that the final signal representation using these handcrafted feature statistics is a 34 × 2 = 68 feature vector. The pyAudioAnalysis library has been adopted for implementing these audio features [10] . Each unknown audio file is therefore represented using the aforementioned procedure and it is classified using a Support Vector Machine classifier with an RBF kernel. More details on the classification scheme of the handcrafted audio features are given in the experiments section. pyAudioAnalysis has been widely used in several audio classification tasks in the bibliography (e.g., [11, 12] ) and it implements most basic audio features. In addition, in this paper it has been chosen for its Pythonic implementation that makes it easier to combine with the deep learning -related experiments implemented in Keras and Tensorflow.
Context-aware deep learning

Convolutional neural networks
As with most machine learning application domains, audio analysis has significantly benefited by the recent advances that deep learning has offered. Most of the research efforts towards this direction have focused on employing audio features in deep learning schemes for speech recognition [13, 14] , generic audio analysis [15] and music classification [16] . Also, inspired by the outstanding results of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in image classification [17] , a few research efforts have also focused on particular audio analysis tasks by representing the audio signal as a 2-D time-frequency representation, mainly for musical signal analysis applications [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and speech emotion recognition [23] . In general, such deep-architectures and especially deep CNNs are well known for their ability to autonomously learn highly-invariant feature representations, extracted from complex images.
CNNs have been widely adopted as deep architectures. They are actually a subcategory of traditional neural-networks (ANNs). However, in CNNs, (convolutional) neurons in one or more layers are applied to a small "region" of the layer input, emulating the response of an individual neuron to visual stimuli. These layers are called convolutional and are usually deployed in the beginning of the architectural scheme. CNNs in general use one or more convolutional layers, usually followed by a subsampling step and at the end by one or more fully connected layers, similar to the ones used in traditional multilayer neural networks. CNNs have been proven to achieve the training of computationally large model with very robust feature representations especially in difficult multi-class image classification tasks. In this work, we propose using CNNs as estimators of contextual audio classes. Towards this end, instead of using handcrafted audio features, the audio signal is first represented by its spectrogram: in particular, a Short-Term FFT (applied on the hanning-windowed version of each raw audio signal) is used to estimate the audio signal's spectrum, using a short-term window of 20 ms with 50% overlap (i.e. the short-term window's size is 10 ms). It has to be noted, that before the spectrogram calculation, the signal is resampled to 16KHz and stereo signals are converted to single-channel. In addition, after the spectrogram calculation, only the first 100 frequency bins are kept. Since each short-term window is 20 ms long, this actually means that only frequencies up to 5000 Hz are kept, i.e. 62.5% of the total spectral distribution. The spectrogram process calculation is performed for each 200 ms mid-term segment. Therefore, for each individual audio segment the respective time-frequency spectrogram representation corresponds to an image of 19 × 100 resolution. Figure 2 illustrates the adopted process that leads to the signal representation used by the convolutional neural network. Each individual 19 × 100 spectrogram representation (corresponding to a 200 mseconds segment) is fed as input to the context-aware CNN described in the next section.
CNN architecture
The aforementioned 19x100 spectrogram image is fed as input to the proposed CNN architecture. As shown in figure 3 , the convolutional neural network that is trained to recognize audio context classes has first a convolutional layer that takes the initial spectrogram image (19x100) and uses 64 convolutional nodes (3x3 each). This is also followed by a batch normalization and a RELU activation stage [24] . Then a similar 2nd convolutional layer is used with the same number of nodes, followed by a maxpooling and a dropout step. Maxpooling is actually a sub-sampling layer that changes the resolution of its input, in order to facilitate the discovery of more abstract features and avoid overfitting. In this architecture, maxpooling size is set equal to 1x2, in order to only subsample the representation dimensions that correspond to the frequency domain. Dropout layers are used in an additional effort to avoid overfitting [25] . According to the dropout technique, at each training stage, individual nodes are "dropped out" of the net with a particular probability. Incoming and outgoing edges to a dropped-out node are also removed. Dropout is set equal to 0.2 in our system. The group of these two convolutional layers and the maxpooling layer is then repeated at a second group of layers. Finally, a fully connected (dense) layer that maps the (flat) representation is generated by the last pooling layer to a high-dimensional (512) flat representation. The final output of the network is the prediction of the adopted audio scene classes as described in the sequel. The adopted CNN architectural scheme has resulted after a parameter optimization procedure where the number of convolutional layers, the number of convolutional neurons at each layer and the size of the dense layer have been used as parameters, where performance measures from the TUT dataset have been used (not the final evaluation datasets).
CNN training procedure
In this work, it is our goal to extract audio context-aware knowledge through the utilization of a CNN that has been trained to distinguish between acoustic scene classes. Towards this end, the aforementioned network has been trained using the TUT Acoustic scene classification dataset [26] . This is a widely adopted benchmark of almost 5000 audio segments of 10 seconds each. The segments have been annotated to 15 scene classes that describe the recording context such as: bus, car, city center, home, metro station, residential area, train etc.. The adopted CNN scheme has been trained on several non-overlapping 200-mseconds spectrograms of the aforementioned audio segments of the TUT dataset. In total, around 200 thousand spectrograms have been used to train the CNN. The resulting CNN is used as a feature extractor, i.e. the last output layer is omitted in the overall system.
Both the network and the training procedure has been implemented using the Tensorflow [27] and Keras (keras.io) frameworks. The training procedure has been carried out in a Linux workstation equipped with a Tesla K40c GPU, which achieved a 15x speed boosting, compared to the CPU-based training procedure.
Using CNN as a feature extractor
As soon as the CNN is trained as described above, the input values of its last dense layer (i.e. the 512 values of the respective fully connected layer) are adopted as deep features for each 0.2 seconds audio segment. These 512 feature sequences are then used to produce long-term averages. Note, that this corresponds to the statistic calculation substage of the handcrafted feature extraction described in Section 3. However, in the case of the CNN-based feature extractor, only means of the short-term features are extracted, due to the fact that the CNN training phase has also taken into consideration the temporal evolution of the audio signal (through one of the two dimensions of the spectrogram), so there is no obvious need for further using standard deviation or some other statistic, apart from the mean value.
Therefore, during the audio event recognition phase, each audio recording is represented by 512 averages of the respective 512 short-term sequences of the deep context-aware features. Finally, these 512 features are merged with the 68 handcrafted audio feature statistics, leading to a early fusion feature vector of 580 dimensions in total, for each audio recording. 
Experimental evaluation
Sound Event Datasets
The TUT dataset described in Section 4.2.3 has been used to train the adopted CNN scheme to distinguish between audio scenes that characterize the "context" of the audio signal. In order to evaluate the performance of the final classification approach, two audio event datasets have been utilized:
• The Urban Soundcape Dataset 8K (U-8K) [28] , contains 8732 labeled sound excerpts (all less or equal to 4s of length) of urban sounds from 10 audio event classes: air conditioner, car horn, children playing, dog bark, drilling, engine idling, gun shot, jackhammer, siren, and street music. The average classification accuracy obtained is 68% for the baseline audio classification method.
• The ESC-50 dataset [29] has also been used in various audio classification papers as a benchmark. This is a public labeled dataset of 2000 environmental recordings with 50 audio event classes, 40 sound files per class, 5 seconds per file. The number of classes is much higher in this dataset, therefore the classification accuracy of the reported baseline method is around 44%. Table 2 presents the classification results for all three methods on both datasets: baseline (BL, as described in the corresponding dataset descriptions, i.e., [28] and [29] ), Handcrafted audio features (HaF), context-aware deep features (CadF) and combination (HaF + CadF). Note that the HaF results correspond to a tuning procedure in terms of short-term window size and step. The best performance has been reported for a 40 msec frame of 50% overlap (i.e. 20 msec step) and a non-overlapping 2-second segment size. The C parameter of the SVM classifier has been selected in the context of a cross-validation pipeline from the range 0.01 to 50. The selected C value was 10 for both tasks and the respective training errors were 65% and 82% which does not indicate a significant overfitting state. Also, it has to be noted that melgrams have also been evaluated as an alternative signal representation method and they did not lead to performance improvement (they were on average 1% less accurate for both methods).
Experimental Results
It can be seen that the HaF method slightly outperforms the CadF feature extraction approach, however the two feature methodologies combined lead to a relative performance boosting of 11% and 5% for the ESC50 and the U-8K datasets respectively. This performance boosting, despite the fact that the CadF method alone hardly outperforms the baseline approach, is a rather important finding. Note that all classification results presented here are for the best Support Vector Machine classifier, with a RBF kernel, where the C parameter has been tuned in a cross-validation procedure. Other widely used classifiers such as random forests and extra trees have been also evaluated but achieved lower classification rates, when used both in the individual feature representation feature methods and in their combinations.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the ability of the "context-aware" CNNs to provide an alternative feature representation that boosts the performance of handcrafted audio features. The aforementioned results prove that, even with a baseline classification and fusion approach the combination of the two feature representation methodologies lead to significant performance boosting. Despite the fact that a simple workflow has been used in the classification stage, the overall method achieves comparable results for the U-8K dataset (74% in [30] and 75% in [3] ), even if such methods adopt complex deep learning classification schemes that usually require laborious data augmentation procedures and respective parameter tuning [31] .
Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated the utilization of Convolutional Neural Networks that have been trained to distinguish between acoustic scene (context) classes, in a framework for classifying urban audio events. Towards this end, handcrafted audio features as well as features extracted from the proposed CNN are combined in an early fusion approach and classified using a baseline classifier. Extensive experimentation has proven that this combination leads to a relative performance boosting of up to 11%, despite the fact that the performance of the CNN-generated features alone is hardly baseline-equivalent. This is due to the fact that the CNN introduces highly diverse representation, which is not modelled in the handcrafted features.
The contribution of this work is focused in the fact that it experimentally proves that the transfer of contextual knowledge using a CNN trained in a scene-specific dataset can lead to significant performance boosting when combined with typical handcrafted (manually designed) audio features. However, this performance boosting has been demonstrated using a very simple classification scheme (i.e. SVMs performed on simple long-term feature statistics). Our ongoing and future work aims to combine this contextual knowledge in the context of a deep learning framework that will replace the simple feature merging (early fusion) and the (meta)classification technique adopted in this paper.
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